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I h.ave been asked to say something about the prevention of polio - - the

achieve ment s to date and the prospects for the future. Polio will be completely

conquered when we have Learned to produce at will the immunity which nature

confers on the vast majority of the population, but without the risk of paralysis

which is the price paid for that inununity. In this country -- at the present

time -- it is estimated that a person has 1 chance in 100 of acquiring paralysis

the ri sk may be only 1 in 100,000 or 1 in a million, because the opportuni~.s*-' f
picking up mild im:m.unizing infections very early in life are very much greater.

You have ali heard about GG or garnma globulin which contains the

antibodies against polio that are found in the blood of inunune people. Unfor-

tunately only a small amount of these antibodies can be transmitted in a practical

way by injections of ganuna globulin. Antibodies so transmitted stay in the body

only a short time and they have to be there before the virus to produce their

maxi mum protective effect. This is easy to do in the laboratory but very difficult
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to achieve in tice . By the time one case is recognized in a family,

other members of the family or playmates have already been infected and gamma

globulin in the doses which can be given practically has little or' no effect.

What is necessary, therefore, is to find the best way to stimulate the

~~v:4t/ aM. ~~v~ 1;;
body to produce- its own ~ - - tn a ,,&, last for many years

t::)L.J'l/

or an entire lifetime. This can be achieved by ~ideal vaccine. Vaccines~--
are of two kinds. In one"the virus is ~~~9'lI'lfIIlof'I so

that it cannot multiply, and large enough amounts, in repeated injections, have

to be given to produce immunity.

Such a vaccine

tJ:Y!,.
was used in the tests that are now in progress fir hundreds of thousands of

children. At the end of this year we should know whether or not, in its present

form, it can provide protection for a single season. If the tests are successful

further progress can be made along this line. 1£they are not, there are good

indications even now that a better "killed-virus!' vaccine can be made. The

best vaccines of this type, however, can be expected to provide only temporary

immunity __ perhaps for one season or two - - and injections might have to be
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repeated throughout a person I s lifetime.

it'
Th th ~ f . d d . h ml 1" 1 1~e 0 er <",VI:''' 0 vac cme epen s upon u sang a ar e ss , ivmg re atf.ve I".v

{;et. ~,
/A.J produ; [m:munity iai'Uag for many years or a lifetime. An example of this

I

is the vaccination against smallpox and yellow fever. Discoveries made during

the past year have revealed that harmless relatives of all 3 types of poliomyelitis

virus can b.e produced at will in the laboratory -- relatives which produce im-

munity against the paralyzing varieties of the polio viruses. The harmlessness

of such viruses must be established in many tests on thousands of monkeys,

which cost almost '40 each and on apes, which are more closely related to

human beings -- chimpanzees which cost more than $500 each. Studies now in

progress indicate that a few drops of suchJl,viruses given by mouth ~

g5lJ~n can produce immunity in chimpanzees. A great deal of technical work

remains to be done and at great cost before the best way to immunize against

polio will be worked out. And this greater cost in what may be called the de-

cisive experiments in the struggle against poliomyelitis, is in part responsible

for the present midseason appeal of the NFIP for additional funds. No one can

say whether the final answers will be found in a year or 5 years -- but never
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before have scientists had more reason for believing that the answers will be

found and before too long.


